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Big buck hunter replacement monitor

Big Buck Hunter Pro (2006) - Monitor Help - Everyone works differently Hi all, I'm brand new on this forum and well, a brand new world arcade game ownership. I recently got the Big Buck Hunter Pro machine out of a bar that closed. I can tell you through the troubleshooting I have done that everything seems to be
working, except I'm getting no power or signal to the CRT monitor inside. It seems that someone has already kept mucking through the main and sub PCB boards that connect to the monitor, so a couple of connections are pulled. I decided to post here instead of the monitor forum as I'm still not sure if it's the monitor
tube itself that I need to explore. I'm wondering if it's just some restore, power supply/PCB board replacement or if I need to explore replacing the monitor itself. If anyone could recommend the next steps in the light below, I'd be very grateful! Let me know if there's any extra info I can provide. Monitor model: Samsung
A68QCP693x200 Big Buck Hunter Pro Arcade (2006 model I believe) What works: - Computer and everything it is output - Game: Software: Software, HD, etc. seems fully functional. - JAMMA Board: Video output of the entire game video from the video output when connected to an external LCD monitor. The drowning
sliders of the light. - Service Button Panel (one coin slot for housing, which is Test, Service, Vol +/-): I can tell it will create a game in different modes and adjust the volume. - Kortec remote (tiny: Green LED lights up and everyone appears connected - Both start buttons light up and function all work - Both guns register
both reload and trigger (but do not show give, of course, when I connect to my external LCD monitor. Screen only flashes confirming triggers are registration - All audio connections and speakers output fine - All fans - All fans - All power (except I'm not sure if there's another power monitor I don't know about) What
doesn't work: - CRT Monitor: No signal monitor at all. No glow on the back of the pipe. aka has no power to make it seem. - Tent lights: There is no light behind the tent (sure if it's supposed to light up) What I've noticed (shown in the pictures below): - No glow going off the monitor tube at the end - aka there's no power
to it or it's broken. - There are two prongs shown in the images on the back tube that are not wired for anything. Should they be related to something? Almost looks like wires cut, but I'm not familiar. - There is a small PCB and a larger controller pcb that leads to the monitor tube itself (not sure what they are called). There
are a couple of missing compounds b/t two. - There is a loose grounding wire - I don't know where it connects - There are no obvious burnt components either. All connections except one or two that you can see the images are connected. See the comments in the photos below. FULL ALBUM (includes more pics not
shown below): 20Hunter%20Photos if you have a solution steps please let me know! Related Posts I've read through: 139702.msg1444953.html#msg1444953 BUMP. I confirmed that the monitor's main chassis board receives energy through a connector that comes from the main power supply. Again, there is a
disconnected black wire I pictured that runs from the pipe itself on board. There is only one point (rod?) on this board that I can find that remains without connection along with the ground wire, which is not related to anything. So since I have approved power running here, I am looking for confirmation of these connections
before trying them out to see if I can get any tube power. Can someone please help? Please see the latest pic below. I'm looking for confirmation of: a) Is that black wire (which is disconnected) and/or combined with the red one (which is/is connected) the next required connection to run the power on the pipe? b) Am I
correct in my assumptions about black wire connecting to the point of the sub PCB board? c) Is there a need for a grounding wire? If so, what does it connect with? Again I can only find one missing connection at this point either on the main chassis or on another board, as I mentioned in #a BTW, I understand my post is
still the wrong forum. Unfortunately, I couldn't learn how to contact a moderator let alone figure out who one is. I have reached out to the general assistance email I was able to find. Is it connecting with ... ... That is? If this black wire leads to the monitor frame, then yes. I can't tell from the pictures where this leads to. I



have some of these monitors at the store, I'll have a look tomorrow and take some pics of the fully connected one for you. Did you remove the neck plant or was it removed? The small board with the white socket on it must be mounted on the neck monitor. Is it connecting with ... ... That is? If this black wire leads to the
monitor frame, then yes. I can't tell from the pictures where this leads to. I have some of these monitors at the store, I'll have a look tomorrow and take some pics of the fully connected one for you. Yes, this leads up to the monitor. Great, all right. Is wanting confirmation of that for a while. Yes, if you have any pics I could
refer to that would be just as awesome, thank you! Did you remove the neck plant or was it removed? The small board with the white socket on it must be mounted on the neck monitor. I haven't removed anything, these pictures are exactly how I got the machine. Someone else had some messing around before my
tenure (and I don't know anything about why or what, heds this post). Yes, I plan to re-mount it when I have other issues worked out. A booking is required on arrival at 10. Service in Seattle, WA? I think now I'm somewhat given down or figuring out the exact parts that need to be replaced on my own. I'm not an
electronics expert. If there was any way I just check that the monitor itself is not busted, which would be the best. If anyone knows about a good technician in the Seattle area I'm more than willing to pay him/her to come over and diagnose! So far my attempts to find the service have gone no where. The only company I
was able to find claimed that although they made home calls, they couldn't help me if I trucked the entire car or paid $100 each way to pick up and return. I feel like, given what I know about the state of the machine, it's overkill. The other two companies I found are too far from Seattle to do a home call. Please message
me if you know anyone in/near Seattle that I can reach out to. Thank you! FIXED UPDATE: Sure why my previous attempts failed, but I just re-sat all the connections and reconnected the neck of the board and BAM! - The monitor fired up and looks perfect! 1. The gun even works with only a small intermittent
pump/reload issue. I'm starting to think this thing worked all the time, and all the connections and the board were just coming loose from it being moved around without care – not because someone is trying to fix an issue like it appeared when I got it. WOW, I feel stupid. Sorry for wasting everyone's time. I'll make sure
after you follow the questions in the right forum next time. Production Begining: 01/01/05 Part Number: 30-0200-00 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 602-00015-00 Part Number: 30-2228-606 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 150-00001-00 Part Number: 40-3100-02 Original Manufacturer Item Number: na Part
Number: 40-3100-03 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 800-00005-00 Part Number: 49-1001-00 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 812-00002-01 Part Number: 49-2715-00 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 809-00002-00 Part Number: 75-L000-133 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 702-00007-01 Part Number:
75-L000-133G Original Manufacturer Item Number: 702-00007-01 Part Number: 75-L000-177 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 702-00008-01 Part Number: 75-L000-177G Original Manufacturer Item Number: 702-00008-01 Part Number: 80-0006-20 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 800-00010-00 Part Number:
80-0006-22 Original Manufacturer Item Number: 820-00001-00 Part Number: FSP270-50SNV Play Mechanix and Raw Thrills take The Big Buck Hunter series Hi Def to create Big Buck® HD , the most real and entertaining arcade hunting game ever created. Hunting North American and African game photorealist 1080P
high definition graphics. Amazing hunting game with unprecedented realism. Hunter gets hunted with Trophy animal problems. All games are online, allowing real-time head-to-head competition between players, Mini and Mega tournaments, location finder, social networks including Facebook and Twitter, all major credit
and debit card adoption. Two configurations: (1) 32, Equipped with LCD fully sealed and protected with glass front, ideal for narrow bar spaces (2) Panorama where the owner provides 1080P LCD or LED 42, 47 or 55.55. ergonomiski un strukturāli uzlabota Big Buck HD lielgabals ir universāls dizains, lai tos var apzīmēt
ar operatora zaļā vai oranžā krāsā. Tiešsaistes savienojamība, ko nodrošina iekļauts Verizon bezvadu modems vai Wi-Fi adapteris, vai Ethernet. Visi jaunie un jaudīgie Dell datori ar viena gada garantiju. Specifications Big Buck® HD Panorama (DLX) Loading Info – [53′-66][40′-24][40'HC-48][20′-12] Shipping – 50″H x 53
1/2″W x 30″D – 300 lbs Location 80″ monitor – 93″H x 73 1/2″W x 71″D (absolute minimum, realistically 80″+) Location 55″ monitor – 88″H x 52 1/4″W x 49″D Location 42″ monitor – 84 1/2″H x 41 1/2″W x 49″D USA/Canada (ETL) – ~120VAC/60Hz/5 Amps International (CE) – ~230VAC/50Hz/2.5 Amps Big Buck® HD
32″ Loading Info – [53′-36][40′-26][40'HC-26][20′-12] Shipping – 86 1/2″H x 34″W x 34″D – 299 lbs Location – 79″H x 32 1/2″W x 29 1/2″D Big Buck® HD 42″ Mini Loading Info – [53′-34][40′-24][40'HC-24][20′-12] Shipping – 89″H x 43″W x 37″D – 299 lbs Location – 84 1/2″H x 41 1/2″W x 29 1/2″D USA/Canada (ETL) –
~120VAC/60Hz/5 Ampēri International (CE) - ~ 230VAC/50Hz/2.5 Amps Papildu content ***Big Buck® HD APPROVED MONITOR SARAKSTS *** Big Buck® HD 32 Brochure - 4.97MB Big Buck® HD Brošūra Panorama - 3.55MB Big Buck® HD Rokasgrāmata - 4.98MB Big Buck® HD Software Big Buck® HD CE
sertifikāts atbilstības - 16.9KB Big Buck® HD ChangeLog Big Buck® HD Oficiālā Mājas lapa
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